BRAF mutations distinguish anorectal from cutaneous melanoma at the molecular level.
Anorectal melanoma (AM) is a rare but highly malignant tumor, displaying histologic and immunohistochemical features very similar to cutaneous melanoma (CM). Because BRAF mutations were recently identified in the majority of CM and nevi, we investigated AM for BRAF mutations and mutations of NRAS , an additional component of the MAPK-signalling pathway. DNA from formalin-fixed and paraffin-embedded AM was PCR amplified and sequenced. We detected BRAF mutations in 2 of 19 cases and NRAS mutations in none of the cases. Mutations in exon 15 of BRAF were present in only 1 tumor (1 of 19 cases). The A1800T base exchange represented a novel mutation and resulted in a K600N transition in an AM from a 96-year-old white man who presented with rectal bleeding and painful sitting of a few weeks' duration. The second positive AM case, a 69-year-old white man who presented with painless rectal bleeding and clinical symptoms of an intestinal constipation showed a novel missense mutation (C1327T leading to R443W conversion) in BRAF exon 11. None of the AM cases displayed the oncogenic V599E mutation preponderating in CM. With regard to the frequency of V599E BRAF mutations, AM significantly differs from CM (P < or = .0001), which suggests that BRAF mutations distinguish anorectal from cutaneous melanoma at the molecular level.